Magnetic reconnection converts energy into high-speed flows, and thermal and energetic particles in a broad range of systems both in the heliosphere and the broader universe. The most detailed measurements are in the heliosphere, an effective laboratory for many issues related to reconnection. While fast reconnection is now fairly well understood, the energy conversion mechanisms and the partitioning between species are active topics of research. In solar flares the energy released is roughly equally partitioned between thermal particles and energetic components. In the magnetosphere and the lab, thermal ions carry the bulk of the released energy. Models and simulations are advancing the physics of both relativistic and non-relativistic reconnection. Most of the energy conversion takes place in the exhaust where newly reconnected field lines release their tension and during the merger of magnetic islands. The dominant energy gain is parallel to the local magnetic field and as a consequence significant anisotropy develops, which is likely to impact synchrotron signatures in astrophysical systems. Why the power law distributions that are typically seen in nature are produced remains an open question. Basic physics concepts will be emphasized.
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